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Persistent spectral holes in amorphous systems can remain sharp and may display a linear shift upon the
variation of the external magnetic field when they are burned in high fields. Experiments were performed on
the R line of [Cr(NCS)6]3- in glycerol at 4.2 K. When the spectral hole is burned in a field of 3.2 T it
displays a linear shift of 26.4 GHz/T upon the variation of the magnetic field strength from 2.8 to 3.6 T. The
shift corresponds to an average excited-stateg-value of 2.17. The broadening of the hole implies an upper
limit of the anisotropy and/or strain of the excitedg-value of≈15%. The linear shift can be used to read out
the spectral hole by sweeping the magnetic field.

1. Introduction

Optical excitations in the solid state are subject to inhomo-
geneous broadening which is caused by the variation of local
fields in the vicinity of the chromophores.1-4 The inhomoge-
neous broadening is particularly severe in amorphous systems.
Laser techniques such as spectral hole-burning can overcome
this broadening and it is often possible to increase the spectral
resolution by a factor of>105.

Persistent spectral hole-burning is an ubiquitous phenomenon
in optical transitions of chromophores embedded in amorphous
systems.1

A subset of chromophores may undergo some photophysical
or photochemical changes upon its selective excitation by laser
light.

Persistent spectral hole-burning in amorphous systems has
been applied to study a wide range of topics such as homoge-
neous line widths,2 zero field splittings (ZFSs),5 vibrational
sidelines,6 the interaction of dye molecules with DNA,7 spectral
diffusion,8 Stark effects in electronic origins,9 and energy
transfer in biological systems.10

Also, external magnetic fields have been applied to persistent
spectral holes in amorphous systems.11 Unfortunately, the
information which can be derived from these latter experiments
is usually obscured by severe and featureless hole broadening
upon the application of an external magnetic field.

In the present work it is shown that Zeeman experiments on
spectral holes in amorphous systems can be very informative
when the hole is burned in a high magnetic field. For example,
holes in particular transitions, such as the4A2 f 2E excitations
in chromium(III), can remain sharp and display a linear shift
when the external magnetic field is varied. The linear shift
facilitates the read out of spectral holes by sweeping the
magnetic field.

2. Experimental Section

Samples were prepared by dissolving K3Cr(NCS)6‚4H2O
(Pfaltz&Bauer) in glycerol (Aldrich). The solution forms a good

glass upon rapid cooling in a quartz cell of 8 mm diameter and
1 mm path length. The samples were cooled either by the flow
tube technique12 or in a cryomagnet (BOC 5T).

Nonselective luminescence spectra were excited by a 1 mW
green He-Ne laser (543.5 nm). For selective spectroscopy an
Ar+ laser (Spectra Physics 171) pumped single frequency Ti:
sapphire ring laser (Schwartz Electrooptics) was used. For the
high-resolution hole-burning experiments the Ti:sapphire laser
was tuned discontinuously by tilting the intracavity e´talon with
a galvanometer. The laser then mode hops in steps of≈245
MHz which corresponds to the longitudinal mode spacing. The
frequency of the laser was tracked by a temperature stabilized
and sealed confocal scanning Fabry-Pérot interferometer (Bur-
leigh CFT-25P, 3 GHz free spectral range). For lower resolution
hole-burning experiments the intracavity e´talon was removed
and the laser tuned with an effective line width of≈10 GHz
by a three-plate birefringent assembly.

The luminescence was dispersed by a Spex 1404 0.85 m
double monochromator and detected by a red sensitive RCA-
31034 photomultiplier. For resonant experiments the laser light
was passed through the same chopper blade as the luminescence
but with a phase shift of 180°.

The magnetic field was applied along the propagation
direction of the laser beam i.e., the electric vector of the exciting
laser light was perpendicular to the magnetic field direction,
E⊥B.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the nonselectively excited and monitored
luminescence and excitation spectra of [Cr(NCS)6]3- in glycerol
at 12 K in the region of the4A2 f 2E transition. Luminescence
occurs predominantly from the lower lying component of the
2E state at 12 K ,whereas the two R lines carry comparable
intensity in excitation. Thus, the Stokes shift of 40 cm-1 between
the maxima of the origin in luminescence and excitation is due
to the R line splitting. Hence the two intense sidelines at 238
and 475 cm-1 show comparable integrated intensities relative
to the electronic origins in excitation and luminescence. An
analysis of vibrational sidelines in the luminescence spectrum
of crystalline K3[Cr(NCS)6]‚4H2O has been reported in ref 13.
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Following that analysis the sideline at 238 cm-1 can be assigned
to overlapping bands of Cr-N-CS bending modes with T1u

and T2u symmetry. The sideline at 475 cm-1 is interpreted as a
T2u N-C-S bending mode. There appears to be another
electronic origin at≈737 nm which is most likely due to a
component of the4A2 f 2T1 transition.

In Figure 2 resonantly narrowed luminescence and excitation
spectra are shown in the region of the R lines. The resonantly
narrowed line is accompanied by a broad feature both in
luminescence and excitation. As is illustrated in the inset of
Figure 2 the intensity of this broader feature is strongly
dependent on the wavelength of excitation for the narrowed
luminescence spectra. In particular, its intensity decreases with
excitation at longer wavelengths. This excludes the possibility
that this feature is due to a phonon sideline in accord with the
fact that the coupling of R lines in chromium(III) systems to
low-frequency phonons is usually very weak. It is then safe to
assign the broad feature to the second R line. The shorter the
wavelength of excitation within the inhomogeneous distribution
the more likely it becomes that some complexes are excited
via the R2 line. Thus, the contribution from the resonantly
excited R2 line to the narrowed feature increases with decreasing

wavelength and the intensity of the corresponding broader R1

feature at longer wavelength increases. The ratio of lumines-
cence from the narrowed R2 line and the broad R1 line I(R2)/
I(R1) can be calculated by eq 1 which is based on the Boltzmann
distribution and the experimental line shapef(∆E) of the broad
R1 line feature.∆E denotes the energy difference to the resonant
R2 line.

For example, for the narrowed luminescence spectrum i in the
inset of Figure 2 a ratio ofI(R2)/I(R1) ) 0.36 is calculated for
resonant R2 excitation at 20 K. The experimental ratio is≈0.75.
This implies that the narrowed feature in trace i consists of
≈50% contributions from both the R1 and the R2 line. This is
in accord with the fact that the excitation wavelength for trace
i is approximately at the peak maximum of the nonselective
excitation spectrum.

As is indicated in the narrowed excitation spectrum in Figure
2, the broad R2 feature is separated from the resonant line by
40 cm-1 reflecting the Stokes shift observed in the nonselective
spectroscopy illustrated in Figure 1. It appears that although
there is a substantial variation of the R line splitting causing
the actual width of the broader feature there is a degree of
correlation between the two lines within the inhomogeneous
distribution. For example, in the narrowed excitation spectrum
of Figure 2 the width of the broad feature is somewhat smaller
than the total inhomogeneous width and its maximum is at
longer wavelength in comparison with the nonselective spec-
trum. The width of the narrowed line is instrumentally limited
by the resolution of the monochromator in the spectra shown
in Figure 2. The homogeneous line width is substantially
narrower even at the experimental temperature of 20 K.

Figure 3 displays a spectral hole-burning experiment mea-
sured at low resolution. From the difference spectrum c it
follows that the photoproduct is within the inhomogeneous
distribution which indicates that a nonphotochemical hole-
burning mechanism is effective. The inset compares a narrowed
excitation spectrum e with the hole-burning spectrum d which
has been corrected for the antihole spectrum of the photoproduct.
The broader hole at shorter wavelength is due to the R2 line.

Figure 1. Nonselective luminescence and excitation spectra of
[Cr(NCS)6]3- in glycerol at 12 K in the region of the4A2 f 2E
transition.

Figure 2. Resonantly narrowed excitation and luminescence spectra
of [Cr(NCS)6]3- in glycerol at 20 K in the region of the electronic
origins. The spectra were monitored and excited at 782 nm, respectively.
The inset shows resonantly narrowed luminescence spectra excited at
i, 779.20 nm; j, 780.25 nm; k, 782.05 nm; and l, 783.15 nm.

Figure 3. Spectral hole burning of the R lines in [Cr(NCS)6]3-/glycerol
at 15 K. The excitation spectrum is shown (a) before and (b) after
burning a hole at 779.85 nm for 600 s with a laser power density of
≈1 W/cm2. A narrowed excitation spectrum e is shown in the inset in
comparison with the hole-burning spectrum d from which (1/90)a has
been subtracted to correct for the antihole absorbance by the photo-
product.

I(R2)/I(R1) )
∫-∞

∞
f(∆E)e-∆E/kT/(1 + e-∆E/kT)d∆E

∫-∞

∞
f(∆E)/(1 + e-∆E/kT)d∆E

(1)
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However, at the burn wavelength some chromophores are
excited also via the R2 line causing a shallower broad side hole
at longer wavelengths due to the R1 line.

Figure 4 shows the effect of an external magnetic field on a
spectral hole burned at 781.8 nm in zero field. Upon the
application of a relatively low magnetic field of 0.075 T
substantial hole broadening occurs.

The Zeeman effect is drastically different when the spectral
hole is burned in a high magnetic field and the field strength is
subsequently varied. This is shown in Figure 5. The hole
broadening is relatively small over a significant variation of
the field and a linear hole shift of 26.4 GHz/T is observed.

The zero field splitting and the Zeeman effect in the4A2

ground state can be described by following spin Hamiltonian

For the case of low symmetry (<C2V), the axes of theg-tensor
do not necessarily coincide with the principal axes of the zero

field splitting (ZFS) described byD andE. However, in a first-
order approximation the [Cr(NCS)6]3- complex is close to
octahedral.

From measurements of dynamic frequency shifts in the EPR
of [Cr(NCS)6]3- in methanol/ethanol an isotropic ground-state
g-value of 1.98 and a parameter∆ ) (2/3D2 + 2E2)1/2 ) 4
GHz was deduced.14 For an isotropicg-value matrix (3)
describes the Zeeman effect and the ZFS for the4A2 ground
state whereµB is the Bohr magneton.

Both 2E components split into their(1/2 spin components in a
magnetic field. A schematic diagram summarizing the relevant
levels and transitions is shown in Figure 6.

Hole-burning inzero fieldinvolves both transitions from the
4A2 multiplet to the lower lying2E component, i.e.,|(3/2(4A2)〉
f |(1/2〉 and |(1/2(4A2)〉 f |(1/2〉. The ZFS splitting of the
4A2 ground state (described by the parametersD andE) varies
within the inhomogeneous distribution.15 When a magnetic field
is applied, the four spin levels of the ground state and the two
spin levels of the lower component of the2E excited state split
and the hole rapidly broadens because of the distribution of the
ZFS and the random orientation of the chromophores with

Figure 4. Zeeman effect on a spectral hole burned at 4.2 K into the
R1 line of [Cr(NCS)6]3-/glycerol at 781.8 nm.

Figure 5. (a) Zeeman effect on a spectral hole burned into the R line
of the [Cr(NCS)6]3-/glycerol at 781.8 nm and 4.2 K in a field of 3.2 T.
Trace 1 shows the initial hole. The field was then varied in the range
of 2.83-3.58 T in the following sequence; 2, 2.90 T; 3, 2.98 T; 4,
3.05 T; 5, 3.13 T; 6, 3.28 T; 7, 3.35 T; 8, 3.43 T; 9, 3.50 T; 10, 3.58
T; 11, 2.83 T; 12, 3.2 T. (b) A fit to Lorentzian line shape of the hole
in trace 5. (c) The shift of the spectral hole as a function of the field
(data points) in comparison with a linear least-squares fit (solid line).

H ) D[Sz
2-1/3S(S+ 1)] + E(Sx

2 - Sy
2) + µBg.B.S (2)

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the relevant4A2 f 2E transitions in
an external magnetic field. The populations of the4A2 spin levels are
indicated for a field of 3.2 T and a temperature of 4.2 K. The Zeeman
effect in the ground state is shown without a (dashed line) ZFS and
with (solid line) D ) E ) 0.1 cm-1 andΘ ) 45°.

3/2
1/2 -1/2 -3/2

3/2 | D + (3/2)× (x3/2)gµB× E 0
gµBBz (Bx - iBy)

1/2 (x3/2)gµB× -D + gµB× E

(Bx + iBy) 1/2gµBBz
(Bx - iBy)

-1/2 E gµB -D - (x3/2)gµB×
(Bx + iBy) 1/2gµBBz

(Bx - iBy)

-3/2 0 E (x3/2)gµB× D -
(Bx + iBy) 3/2gµBBz

|
(3)
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respect to the external magnetic field. The following parameters
are required to model this broadening; the average ZFS of the
4A2 ground state and its distribution, theg-values of the ground
and the excited state and their distributions and the two transition
probabilities for the transitions|(3/2(4A2)〉 f |(1/2〉 and
|(1/2(4A2)〉 f |(1/2〉. The data can be modeled by a simulation
which averages the Zeeman effect over all angles between the
axes of theg-tensor and the external magnetic field.11 The
broadening is relatively uncharacteristic, and thus, an accurate
evaluation of parameters is difficult.

The analysis is somewhat simplified when the hole is burned
in a high magnetic field. In particular, the Zeeman effect
becomes independent of the ZFS.

With random orientation of the chromophores in the amor-
phous system with respect to the magnetic field, the eigenvectors
of the 4A2 ground state will be of the general form|MS′〉 )
c1|3/2〉 + c2|1/2〉 + c3|-1/2〉 + c4|-3/2〉. In a field of 3.2 T and
zero-field splitting parameters ofD ≈ 0.1 cm-1, E ≈ 0.1 cm-1,
the orientational average of the squares of the four coefficients
is close to 0.25. Hence the six possible transitions|MS′(4A2)〉
f |Ms(2E)〉 with ∆Ms ) 0, (1 have comparable total transition
probabilities. However, the Boltzmann populations of the spin
levels in the ground state vary substantially in a field of 3.2 T.
At 4.2 K and 3.2 T the populations of the|-3/2′〉, |-1/2′〉,
|+1/2′〉, And |+3/2′〉 ground-state spin levels are about 65%, 24%,
8%, and 3%, respectively.

Because the inhomogeneous width is much larger than the
Zeeman splitting of the levels the six transitions|MS′(4A2)〉 f
|Ms(2E)〉 (∆Ms ) 0,(1) are accidentally degenerate for six
subsets of chromophores that is to say there are chromium(III)
complexes which have any of the six transitions in resonance
with the laser frequency. After the hole is burned and the
magnetic field is varied, this accidental degeneracy is lifted.

Each of the six resonant hole contributions is accompanied
by five side holes due to the other transitions. However, these
side holes are broad because of the spread of the ZFS within
the inhomogeneous distribution. Since the inhomogeneous width
is much larger than the ZFS, the hole-burning experiment is
only energy selective but not site selective. For example, the
hole contribution by the transition a|-3/2′(4A2)〉 f | -1/2(2E)〉
will involve basically chromophores with the entire range of
the ZFS.

Hole-burning spectroscopy is a “tandem” two-photon process.
The first photon is used to burn the hole and the second photon
is used for the read out. In the burn process the time dependence
of the depletion of the six subsets of chromophores which have
one of the|MS′(4A2)〉 f |Ms(2E)〉 (∆Ms ) 0,(1) transitions in
resonance with the laser frequency will be dependent on the
population of the ground state spin level and is given ap-
proximately by following first-order kinetics.

In eq 4S is the saturation depletion,P(MS′) is the Boltzmann
population of the spin levelMS′ and c is a constant which
depends on the absorption cross section, the concentration of
chromophores and the power density of the laser radiation.16

When shallow holes are burned the depletion of the six subset
of chromophores is approximately proportional to their Boltz-
mann population factorsP(MS′) of the ground-state spin level
involved in the transition. When the holes are read out the
Boltzmann population has to be taken into account for a second
time. Thus, for shallow holes the contribution of a transition
|MS′(4A2)〉 f |Ms(2E)〉 to the hole is approximately proportional

to (P(MS′))2. It follows then that for shallow holes at 4.2 K and
3.2 T the|-3/2′〉 f |-1/2)〉 transition dominates the hole-burning
spectrum.

In the high field limit the shifts of the ground-state spin-
levels described by matrix (3) become independent of the ZFS.
This is illustrated in Figure 6 which compares the Zeeman effect
of the 4A2 multiplet with and without a ZFS. For a change of
the magnetic field of∆B the ground-state spin levels-3/2 and
-1/2 shift by-3/2gµB∆B and-1/2gµB∆B, respectively,when the
Zeeman energy becomes much larger than D and E. In the
present system the ZFS is on the order of 3-10 GHz. The high
field limit is thus reached whenB > 1 T. Thus, for the entire
range of chromophores with varying ZFS which are probed in
the hole-burning experiment the hole shift caused by the energy
change of the ground-state spin level becomes independent of
the ZFS.

The excited-state spin levels+1/2 and-1/2 shift by (1/2µB-
[(gx∆Bx)2 + gy∆By)2 + (gz∆Bz)2]1/2. Thus, a transition|MS′-
(4A2)〉 f |Ms(2E)〉 of a complex with a particular orientation
with respect to the external magnetic fieldB displays following
shift when the field is varied:

The orientationalaverage of the shift of transition i,∆avEi, is
given by

where we define the averageg-value of the excited-stategex
av

as

For example, the hole due to the|-3/2′(4A2)〉 f |-1/2(2E)〉
transition shifts by

The integral in eq 7 can be solved for the axial casegx ) gy

The general anisotropic case can be approximated using a Taylor
expansion aroundx ) y)1 wherex andy are given by

We note here that for anisotropies of<30% it is sufficient to
use the first three terms of the Taylor expansion (including
quadratic terms). For example, whengx ) 1.52,gy ) 2.82, and
gz ) 2.17 we obtaingex

av≈2.23 which compares favorably with
the exact integral ofgex

av ) 2.21 obtained by numerical
integration.

depletion of subseti ) S(1 - exp(-cP(MS′)t) (4)

∆Ei ) Ms(
2E)µB[(gx∆Bx)

2 + (gy∆By)
2 + (gz∆Bz)

2]1/2 -

MS′(4A2)gµB∆B (5)

∆avEi ) µB∆B[Ms(
2E)gex

av - MS′(4A2)g] (6)

gex
av ) 1

4π ∫0

2π ∫0

π
(gx

2sin2 θcos2 æ + gy
2sin2 θsin2 æ +

gz
2cos2 θ)1/2 sin θ dθ dæ (7)

∆avEa ) 1/2µB∆B(3g - gex
av) (8)

gex
av(gx)gy) )

1/2(gz+ gx)
2/(gz

2 - gx
2)1/2arctanh[(gz

2 - gx
2)1/2/gz] (9)

gx ) x1/2gz, gy ) y1/2gz (10)

gex
av= gz[1 + 1/6{(x - 1) + (y - 1)} - 1/40{(x - 1)2 +

2/3(x - 1)(y - 1) + (y - 1)2} + 1/112{(x - 1)3 +
2/5(x - 1)2(y - 1) + 2/5(x - 1)(y - 1)2 + (y - 1)3} + ...]

(11)
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The original hole depth in the experiment of Figure 5 is
≈15%. The relative hole contributions are thus approximately
proportional to the square of the Boltzmann populations of the
ground-state spin levels,P(MS′)2, and the transitions d, e, and
f can be neglected. Furthermore, holes due to the transitions b
and c are expected to be only about1/7 of the hole caused by
transition a. The hole due to species which have transition b in
resonance with the laser is expected to show a minimal shift
when varying the external magnetic field. Within the experi-
mental accuracy, limited by the signal-to-noise ratio, no hole
can be detected at∆E = 0. We note here that in addition to the
Boltzmann factor the geometry of the experimentE⊥B is also
important. For∆MS ) 0 transitions between spin-only levels
the main polarization is usuallyE||B. Hence transition b may
be very weak in the present geometry.

The shift of transition c is close to the shift of transition a
for g-values of the excited state of≈2. A better signal-to-noise
ratio and higher resolution would be needed to detect the hole
due to c. We conclude that the major component of the hole in
Figure 5 is due to the transition a and by using eq 8 an average
excitedg-value ofgex

av ) 2.17 is evaluated from the 26.4 GHz/T
shift.

The broadening of the hole reflects the anisotropy and/or the
strain of theg-tensor in the excited state. The hole width is
≈1.9 GHz at 2.8 and 3.6 T in comparison with the value of 0.9
GHz at 3.2 T. The simulations shown in Figure 7 provide some
semiquantitative analysis of the anisotropy and/or strain of the
excited stateg-value. Figure 7a illustrates the effect ofg-strain
on the width of a hole burned in 3.2 T when the field is changed
by 0.38 T. The simulations are the result of accumulating the
theoretical spectra of 10000 randomly oriented complexes with
equal average values and equal standard deviationsσ for gx

o,
gy

o andgz
o. The distributions ofgx, gy, andgz were created by

using a random Gaussian number generator. If the hole
broadening in Figure 5 is entirely due tog-strain, we can
conclude that the standard deviation of theg-value of the excited
state is about 0.2 or 10%.

Figure 7b shows the effect of anisotropy of theg-value on
the width of the hole burned in a field of 3.2 T when the
magnetic field is varied by 0.38 T. The simulations were
performed in the same way as outlined for Figure 7a but with
fixed values forgx, gy, andgz. If the hole broadening observed
in the experiments of Figure 5 are entirely due to anisotropy,
we can conclude that it is of the order of≈15%. The actual
broadening is the product of bothg-strain and anisotropy.

Nitrogen-bonded thiocyanate-metal complexes often display
a metal-N-C bond angle in the range of 160-180° and the
N-C-S angle is usually close to 180°. This applies also to
chromium(III) complexes and Cr-N-C and N-C-S angles
of 164.3° and 176.6°, respectively, were found in crystals of
[Ho(C6H4NCO2H)(H2O)2][Cr(NCS)6].18 It follows then that the
[Cr(NCS)6]3- molecular anion would assume trigonal symmetry
in free space due to the repulsion of the ligands. However, the
trigonal potential is shallow because of the blunt Cr-N-C angle
and in condensed phases minor interactions with host molecules
will lower the symmetry. For example, the NCS- ligand can
assume different rotational orientations with respect to the Cr-N
axis due to host-guest interactions. Furthermore, the angle Cr-
N-C is subject to variations caused by these interactions. The
average splitting of the2E state of 40 cm-1, and the large
variation of this splitting is a direct consequence of the
distribution of low symmetry fields which are imposed on the
intrinsically trigonal molecular anion. Hence, it is not surprising
that the excited stateg-value is close to spin-only and shows
low anisotropy andg-strain of the order of magnitude of≈15%.
If the [Cr(NCS)6]3- species retained its intrinsic trigonal
symmetry theg-value of the excited state would be highly
anisotropic with an effectiveg⊥c ) 0 for the R1 level. The
small anisotropy implies that lower symmetry perturbations are
dominant and the valuegex

av ) 2.17 (>2.0) indicates that the
perturbed R1 level arises from the trigonalEh component of the
2E multiplet. The effect of low symmetry perturbations on a
trigonal species has been analyzed previously for [Cr(2,2′-
bipyridine)3]3+ embedded in amorphous hosts.11,15However, in
the present system the trigonal potential is anticipated to be
much shallower.

The linear shift observed upon the variation of the external
magnetic field when a hole is initially burned in a high field
can be used to scan the spectral hole with the laser kept at
constant frequency.

This is illustrated in Figure 8 which displays two sweeps of
the magnetic field corresponding to frequency changes of 2.38
and 4.49 GHz, respectively.

As is usually observed the hole width is dependent on its
depth.19 The 6% hole implies an upper limit of the homogeneous
line width of 300 MHz. This is still 7 orders of magnitude larger
than the lifetime limitΓhom ) 1/2πT1 of ≈30 Hz. Efficient
spectral diffusion on the time scale of the experiment is most
likely responsible for the major contribution to the observed
width.8 The contribution from R2 can be neglected on this scale
of resolution since the R2 f R1 relaxation rate is expected to
correspond to a line width of>5 GHz.17

4. Conclusions

The present paper shows that Zeeman measurements on
spectral holes in amorphous systems may be very informative
if the hole is burned in high magnetic fields. For example, it is

Figure 7. Simulation of the broadening due to strain or anisotropy of
the excited-stateg-value of a hole burned in a high magnetic field.
The transitions a and c were weighed withP(Ms′)2. The calculations
were performed for∆B ) 0.38 T. The initial hole was described by a
Lorentzian ofΓinitial ) 0.9 GHz width. 10000 spectra of randomly
oriented complexes were accumulated. The hole is shown against the
relative energy where∆E° denotes the shift of transition a whengx )
gy ) gz ) 2.17. (a) The effect ofg-strain withgx

o ) gy
o ) gz

o ) 2.17,
σx ) σy ) σz ) σ for various values of the standard deviationσ as
indicated. The values forgx ) gy ) gz were generated by a random
Gaussian number generator. (b) The effect of anisotropy withgx )
1.9,gy ) 2.19, and gz ) 2.4 in trace o andgx ) 1.8,gy ) 2.18, and gz
) 2.5 in trace p. Trace i shows again the case with no anisotropy or
g-strain.
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possible to measureg-values and their anisotropies and/or strains
for the excited state in specific systems.

Zeeman scanning of spectral holes has been demonstrated
previously in crystalline systems.20 However, it appears that the
present paper is the first report of this phenomenon in
amorphous systems. The Zeeman scanning is possible because
spectral holes in particular systems may display a linear shift if
burned in a high field. The Zeeman scanning facilitates the
measurement of fine details of the electronic structure of
molecules and ions in amorphous system. It may also be applied
to monitor the drift of laser frequencies over an extended period
of time and the homogeneity of magnetic fields if an amorphous
system with a very narrow hole width (<10 MHz) is used.
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Figure 8. Zeeman scanning of persistent spectral holes in the [Cr-
(NCS)6]3-/glycerol system at 4.2 K. A spectral hole was burned at
781.81 nm and in a magnetic field of B) 2.84 T for 30 and 80 s,
respectively, with a power density of≈200 mW/cm2. The hole was
read out by sweeping the magnetic field from≈2.79 to ≈2.88 and
≈2.77 to≈2.93 T. The field sweeps correspond to 2.38 and 4.49 GHz.
For the read out the laser intensity was attenuated by a factor of≈5.
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